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I

In part, this study is a response to a frightening reality -- humans
acting to take human life.

It is an attempt to understand better how, why

and when that act is deemed holy.

It is an examination of ritual sacrifice,

its symbolic structure, its use and its

~erversions

in two very different dra-

matic works, the Brome version of the medieval Abraham and Isaac and David
Rudkin's modern, British Afore Night~.

In respect -for the eldest, I begin

with the former.
As did the other cycle plays, the Brome version of the Abraham and Isaac
story probably evolved from the church liturgy.

Because of the lack of abso-

lute evidence, its heritage must be finally speculative, but collections such
as Adams' Chief Pre-Shakespearean Dramas suggest an evolution of the moralities
and mysteries from the quem-quaeritis tropes that Adams dates about the ninth
century. 1
The tropes were a means of enlivening the church

se~~ce

by appealing to

an appetite for realism while still maintaining its central didactic purpose.
Three or four centuries later than the tropes' first appearance, the cycles
were evolving with the same dual intention.

They were primarily organs of

Church doctrine, dramatic illustrations of the moral lessons of the Bible stories,
but they approached their informative or educational purpose through entertainment and spectacle.

Records suggest that the pageant wagons or mansions on

which they were partly staged must have been rather spectacular, particularly
if they included a hell-mouth or the angelic or satanic disguises.
At least five-medieval versions of the Abraham and Isaac story are extant.
The Coventry play is probably closest to the Biblical account,
Towneley is also quite close.
becca.

altho~gh

the

A fifteenth-century Dublin story includes Re-

The York version transforms Isaac into a man of about 30 years of age,

presumably to accentuate his likeness to Christ.

The Brome version, while it

2

has neither the proximity to the Bible that Coventry and Towneley
large transformations of the York and Dublin, does

amp~li:ry

have~

nor the

some particulars of

the Biblical story_Because it is the best compromise between valuable innovation and faithful adherence to the Biblical narrative, the Brome Abraham and
Isaac is the version I have chosen to study_
The play begins with an invocational prayer to God.

Abraham calls for

His blessing before he steps into the action of the play itself.

The invoca-

tion is reminiscent of the classical invocation to the muses typical of Greek
epic.

The invocation also introduces the characters and provides the necessary

exposition to the audience.

Particularly, Abraham firmly establishes his spe-

ci;al love of Isaac, a love that will later make the command to sacrifice him all
the more painful and difficult.

To start the action moving, however, Abraham

prays to God to ask Him what sort of sacrifice He demands that day.
odd not only because it is so foreign to the

originaIGe~~ls

This is

text, but also

because it seems to intimate that Abraham sacrifices an animal fairly often,
perhaps even once a day_

Abraham's question is ironic for those who know the

difficul ty of the demand that wilI be made of him later.

As well as adding

an ironic flavor, Abraham's unsuspecting question adds to the pathos of the
story_
The characterization of the two main figures also contributes to the patheticelement.

Abraham's faith is unmarred by doubts, although his very human

hesitation makes him more sympathetic than he would be if he were merely an
obedient automaton.

When he must conceal his intent from Isaac, he reveals his

emotions of woe, and thus the pathetic element, to the audience ,in an aside.
The play's dialogue explains everything, not only what is yet to come; but also
all of the characters' motivations and 'feelings.

Nothing is withheld from the

audience; no. one must guess at internal states of characters or relll hidden mo-

3
tivations.
Isaac's complete innocence also contributes to the idealization of the
characters.

His naive faith in his father's wisdom seems unbelievable to a

modern audience.

It takes

Isaa~

incredibly long to realize his father's in-

tent to kill him, and even when he does see it, he assumes that he has done
something bad and is being punished.

He first assumes that he is to blame

rather than looking for another cause of Abraham's action.

The mention of

Isaac' s mother,. Sarah, also contributes to the pathetic by bringing to mind
both the grief she will feel if she knows the truth and Isaac's self'less desire
to protect her from that truth.
The dialogue between Abraham and Isaac sustains suspense and tension and
accentuates pathos throughout the course of the

ris.ing~_action.

whe~

climactic

-

,

point,

~he

angelic interference stops Abraham's sword, ref'lects a medieval

stage convention.

In the Genesis story, God speaks

direc~ly

to Abraham in

giving tha sacrifice command, and in preventing its accomplishment.

The Brome

versioTL,. while it respects -divine authority, refrains from presenting God as
involved in the action.

Instead, the angel acts as an intermediary.

The following action is rather straightforward.

Isaac is saved, the lamb

is offered instead, and God gives father and son His blessing.

Isaac's in-

credulity at the abrupt shift of his fortune is both somewhat humorous and
sy,mpathetically understandable.

We don't blame him for asking:

But father, while I stoop down low
Ye will not kill me with your sword, I trow?
(11. 377-378)
God's particular blessing is that Abraham and Isaac will have many descendants:
Truly, Abraham, for this deed
I shall multiply your bothers seed
As thick as stars be in the sky,
Both more and less;
And as thick as gravel in the sea,
So thick multipli-ed' yoUr seed shall be.
This I grant you for your goodness.,
(11. 39l-398)
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In this way the Abraham and Isaac story suggests a theme of rejuvenation.
Later in this work I will explore the connections of the sacrifice symbolism with
the spring ritual which serves as a reassurance of fertility through divine
sanction or blessing.
Because the action moves from the trial of faith and concomitant adversity
to a released obligation, joy and rejuvenation, the structure of the work is,
in the medieval sense, comic.

In fact, in the

mediev~l

view the whole of

Christian history is comic, because it ends with the final resurrection of the
dead at the return of Christ .. The· Abraham and Isaac story is associated with
the overarching comedy of the whole as a part of it, but it is also particularly ..
linked with the Crucifixion story through figural reading of the Bible.

In a

figural reading, Old Testament events were read as f'oreshadowings of New Testament events, as well as eomplete entities in themselves.
Drama, John R. Elliott attributes one of the first

In Medieval English

figur~readings

of Abraham .

and Isaac to Saint Augustine:
According to Augustine, the sacrifice of' the son by the
father was a foreshadowing of God's willingness to sacrifice his son for the redemption of mahkind. 2
However, Isaac is clearly associated with Christ at several points in the New
Testament,3 and as editors Barnet, Berman and Burto point out:
The Church Fathers developed such interpretations in detail,
but they did not invent the practice. Jesus saw in Jonah an
anticipation of His descent into tpe realm of the dead. 4
In whatever way Abraham and Isaac became associated with the Crucifixion·
story, by the time of the Brame text, about 1470, the parallel symbolic structures were clearly being highlighted.

At the most rudimentary level, the two

stories lend themselves to comparative readings because both are based on the
central event of father sacrificing son.

More detailed parallels link the

stories, however; particularly, Isaa'c's carrying ~f wood up Mount Moriah is
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likened to Christ's bearing of the cross to Calvary.

In addition, the Old Tes-

..

tament ram is often converted to a lamb in medieval versions, so Isaac's replacement is the symbolic equivalent of the Lamb of God, or Christ.

The thorn bushes

in which the.lamb is caught are an allusion to Christ's crown of thorns.
Erich Auerbach suggests that figural readings of the Bible and of history
in general partially account for the presence of anachronisms.

Certainly ana-

chronisms are widespread in medieval literature, both in the Arthurian and
secull;l.r chevalier romances,and in the didactic, if humanized, cycle plays.
'l'he Brame Abraham and Isaac is no exception.

The story opens with references

to Creation and Adam and Eve, Christian history that Abraham narrates before
stepping into the action of the playas a character himself.

At least

~our

re-

ferences are made to the Trinity in this aramatizatiorLof an Old Testament event:
• • • what these violations of chronology a~ford is in. fact an
extremely simpli~ied overall view adapted to the simplest comprehension -- but this simultaneous overa11 vie~ is at the same
time the expression of a unique, .exalted, _and hidden truth, the
very truth of the figural structure of universal history. Everything in the dramatic play which grew out o~ the liturgy during
the Middle Ages is part of one -- and always the same - context:
of one.great drama whose beginning is God's creation of the world,
whose climax is Christ's Incarnation and Passion, and whose expected conclusion will be Christ's second coming and. the Last
Judge:rnent. The intervals between the poles of the action are
filled partly by figuration, by imitation of Christ. 5
Soren Kierkegaard's view of the story is significantly
interpretation.

dif~erent

from a figural

Kierkegaard, who used the Biblical Abraham and Isaac, clearly

examined the story in light of the philosophy of faith he was constructing.
In his analysis, Abraham is credited with thoughts and feelings not unquestionably present in the story itself.

However speculative Kierkegaard's musings are,

they are also informative of the vast possibilities that the Abraham and Isaac
story allows of, and Kierkegaard's particular view of the story differs significantly from other views, as does his purpose in exarriining

:tt.

[Abrahl'im] could wish that the task were·· to sacrificelsaac for
the universal • ~ ~ and be is almost terri:fied by the thought
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that for him such wishes are only temptation and must be
dealt with as such, for he knows that it is a solitary path
he treads and that he accomplishes nothing for the universal
but only himself is tried and examined. 6
Kierkegaard sees Abraham's plight as a uniquely individual one, and the meaning

•
of his action, because it requires his extraordinary
degree of faith, can. only
be understood by Abraham.

At first it appears as though the symbolic equation

of Isaac and Christ makes the story universal, for the figural interpretation
seems to launch the story from the individual moral dilemma of Abraham to the
realm of universal salvation through Christ's sacrifice.

Thus one would think

the figural interpretation incompatible with Kierkegaard's vision, though it is
not finally so.

While it is only Abraham who is tried and struggles, his faith

provides a universal model for the Christian.

Kierkegaard suggests a synthesis

of the particular and the universal in faith:
The paradox of faith is this, that the individual is higher than
the universal, that the individual . • . determ0Jnes his relation
to the absolute, not his relation to the absolute by his relation
to the universal. 7
In other words, the absolute or Abraham's devotion to God, is beyond questiona

Absolute faith and duty are exacted of him, even if they require the

suspension of the universal law respecting the sanctity of human life.

In like

manner, the human characters involved in the story have been and will continue
to be probed, motivations being inevitably ascribed to them,S but divine will
and emotions are not subject to the same kind of scrutiny.

None of the medi-

eval versions would dare to speculate on God the Father's feelings about losing
Christ through sacrifice; it would be both presumptuous and ultimately beyond
human knowledge, anyway.
However, the figural interpretation is supported by Isaac's salvation
through

last~minute

divine interventipno.

Christlike, to arise from the dead. 9

..

In this way, he can be said to be

..The ascension of' Christ from death and

7
Isaac at least from the altar, if not from death, both fall naturally into the
symbolic structure of rejuvenation that underlies the traditional communion
service in the Catholic mass as Jung describes it:
In the sacrifice of the Mass two distinct ideas are blended
together: the ideas of deipnon and thysia.
Thysia is from a Greek verb that means, "to sacrifice," "to slaughter"fT and
"to blaze" or Hto flare up.n

Thus it evokes both the killing and the condi-

tions of ritual necessary for sacrifice, namely, the sacrificial fire.

Deipnon

mea...l1s "meal, II the eating of the sacred,consecrated food at a ceremony of sacrifice.

Jung comments:
. the idea of a meal immediately invests the word "body"
with the meaning of ~ • . IIflesh" (as an edible substance). 11)

The communion service equates the bread.. with Christ's body" and thus resembles
earlier pagan rituals" perhaps some of them also cannibalistic in symbolism if
not in Fractice.
rifice.

Jung stresses the idea of

participation~in

the communion sac-

He neatly summarizes the main aspects of this participation:
In so far as the offered gift is the sacrificer himself, in so
far as the priest and the congregation off·er themselves in the
sacrificial gift, and in so far as Christ is both sacrificer
and sacrificed, there is a mystical unity of all parts of the
sacrificial act. This unity is a good example of participation
mystique which Levy-Bruhl stressed as being one of the main
characteristics of primitive psychology . • • 11

Jung in fact defines sacrifice as including psychic participation, asserting that only ego-identification with the object or person sacrifice can transform
a mere gift into an actual sacrifice, and the closer the identification the better.

In what seems paradoxical, he goes on to characterize the perfect sacrifice

as the one in which this strong ego-identification is most completely

giv~n

up:

If it is to be a true sacrifice, the gift must be given as if
it were being destroyed. Only then is it possible for the egoistic claim to be given up. 12
Jung, in short, requires that the true sacrifice be as much psychical as it is.

8

materiaL
Freud.

The ego-identification w·ith the object of -sacrifice recalls

When asked by a correspondent to explain the frequent experience

of people of an "intuition of eternity" described as an "oceanic feeling,"
Freud, as is his wont, seeks causes in childhood experience.

The oceanic

feeling which people base religious belief upon is, for Freud, a subconscious persistence of the original ego state, where the Ilother distinction has not yet been made.

Religion originates out of an infantile

longing for a father-protector and for the original oneness with the universe. 13
Both Jung and Freud suggest that religious communion, then, requires
that the worshipper become childlike, meaning that slhe stops observing
the ego or I/other distinction.

The childlike state is particularly appro-

priate to the Eucharist, since it is in part a ritual d} rebirth and rejuvenation.
Some of the sacrificial festivals described in Frazer are celebrations of spring or of the harvest.

It is no coincidence that the sacra-

ments are agricultural products, wine and wheat bread.

Communion is

s·imilar to such a celebration and possibly descended from such a pagan
ritual:
In some of the :festivals which we have examined, the sacrament of first-fruits is combined with a sacrifice of
presentation of them to gods or spirits, and in course of
time the sacrifice of first-fruits tends to throw the
sacrament into the shade if' not to supersede it. 14
Certainly Isaac, as the first child of Abraham and Sarah, is first fruit
of Sarah's womb.

Whatever meaning Isaac's sacrifice would have had, the

killing is stopped before· completed andimm1l:table.

The subst iti.lt ion of

the ram or lamb for Isaac may.have served to sanction the modification of

9

pagan ritual to emerging ideals of justice and mercy, as Spiegel points
out:
• . . quite possibly the primary purpose of the Akedah
story may have been only this: to attach to a real pillar of the folk and a revered reputation the new norm -abolish human sacrifice, substitute animals instead. 15
The sacrifice of first fruits also included salvation for many through
the sacrifice of one, also a Christian idea:
. evidently,I idol-wohlhipers believed that slaying the
first born serves as an atonement for sin, individual or
communal. It is quite likely that there was also an ancient link of association between the ideal of the atonement for all and the sacrifice of the first born, through
whose death the whole co~nrunity is purified and saved.
And perhaps this religious notion was already incorporated
in the cult of the sacrifice of the Fil'st Born in the Spring
New Year, and the idol-worshipers by means of the ~blood of
the first born sacrificed on the threshold of the New Year
wished to be purged of the calamities ~~a curses of the
old year. 16
Christ, like Isaac, was a first born son.
~he

tion.

underlying symbolic structure of sacrifice is one of substitu-

One suffers as a surrogate for the community and thus frees them

from the necessity of their suffering.

But not only is an underlying sub-

stitution pattern part of sacrifice; it is also evident in Christian communion, particularly in the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation.

Through

transubstantiation the ordinary wine and bread are invested with Christ's
actual presence.

Ingesting bread and wine of communion, particularly in

medieval times, was thought to be actually eating of the body and blood of
Christ.
The substitution pattern that underlies sacrifice and transubstantiation is also the basis of symbolization itself.
is the foundation of metaphor?

What ~otherthan substitution

Jung, .discussing Levy-Bruhl's

p~ticipation

mystique and the unity of sacrificial communion, recognizes this:

;10

The idea of unity should not . • . be regarded as "primitive" but rather as showing that participation mystique is
a characteristic of symbols in general. The symbol always
includes the unconscious, hence man too is contained in it.
The numinosity of the symbol'is an expression of this fact. 17
Abraham is a patriarch to his people, appointed by divine sanction and
command.

His covenant with God is commitment to a

~orm

of social order, com-

plete with laws and customs that prescribe the details ~f sacrificial practice.
I've already discussed the symbolic importance of the first-born son as equivalent to the first fruit of spring and harvest sacrifices.

But the first-

born son's proximity to the father as king is alsosignif'icant, as Frazer
points out.

Custom and law once

re~uired

that the king be sacrificed when his

rule weakened, either periodically as 'a seasonal event, or when failure of
crops indicated his waning strength:
When the King first succeeded in getting the life of another
accepted as a sacrifice instead of his own~ he would have to
shew that the death of tbat other would serve tf'~ purpose quite
as well as his own would have done. Now it was as a god or
demigod that the king had to die; therefore the substitute who
died for him had to be invested . • • with the divine attributes of the king. But no one could so well represent the king
• . .' as his, son •• ~'No one, therefore, could so appropriately
die for the king and, through him, for the whole people, as the
king's son. 18
As humans became more civilized and, according to Freud, more repressed, the
sacrifice of kings, and their sons, became less frequent.

The custom became

increasingly symbolic and less bloody as it gave way to other ritual practices.
The Furies were domesticated for the sake of justice and mercy.
The festivals of Lords of Misrule and the Feast of Fools are two examples
of domesticated fury.

Both traditional European festivals rely upon an inver-

sion of the usual socio-political order.

The real king, Lord or Bishop was

replaced by a "mock lord II who parodied the actual rule of the real authority.
The Lord of Misrule fei::rtival, fairly, coIninon in the; household of anJrLord of
reasonable ,grandeur in the, pre-Elizabethan and Elizabethan periods, wa'S

a

11

seasonal festival, usually held either at spring or harvest, although it was
also associated with feasts held in the Christmas season.

Misrule looks back'

to pagan rituals, particularly the Saturnalia and seasonal spring and harvest
rituals with their Dionysian intoxication.

Drunken revelry accompanied the

attitudes of defiance and mockery aimed at the restrictive, prim and proper
order that was more usual.
One can see why formal misrule would be most used in formal
households, where people regularly ate, more or less in awe,
under the countenance of. My Lord~ My Lord of Misrule, burl.esquing majesty by promoting -ricense under the forms of
order would be useful to countenace the revelry of such a
group. 19
The Feast of Fools and the Lord of Misrule juxtapose comedic elements with the
serious meaning of kingship sacrifices of the older pagan rituals.

Both festi-

vals enjoy the inverted orders of kingship and the black humor that we will
later see as c-entral to Afore Night Come.

The modern, living remnant of these

festivals continues in such forms as New Orleans t Mardi Gras.

The mood there

is one of celebration although the Carnival figure, a huge artificial king, is
always destroyed or tlsacrif'icedl! just as his real king predecessor would have
been.
-

• • • a conspicuous feature of the Carnival is a burlesque
figure personifying the festive season, which after a short
career of glory and dissipation is publicly shot, burnt or
otherwise destroyed . • • this grotesque personage is no other
than a direct successor of the old King of the Saturnalia, the
master of the revels, the real man who personated Saturn fu.d,
when the revels were over, suffered a real death in his assumed
character. 2D
The Feast of Fools in France as described by Frazer 21 was the counterpart of
secular mockery within the Church.

Like the cycle plays, the feast of fools

included a serious social function even as it bubbled over with bawdy humor.
While the serious mission of the cycl.es was religious educatior:, , t:i1at of. the
.

'

..

'

feast of fools was the provision of an outlet for anti-social, rebellious

12

political energy.
In the mystery cycles, comedy stooped to the lowest burlesque on occasion.

Noah's shrewish wife is just one example.

Her obstinacy in disobeying

Noah's command to come aboard ship during the crucial time of the beginning
deluge works toward an effect like suspense, even as it presents the burlesque
vaudevillian violence of Mr. Noah striking Mrs. Noah.

This episode has much

of the mimus and jongleur comedy, as well as the slapstick of the puppet
theatre, later to become Punch and Judy.
haps arechetypes.

The characters are stereotypes, per-

However, the cycle plays are comic not only in the sense of

humorous, they are also comic structurally.

Returning to a medieval definition,

Elliott makes the distinction between comedy and tragedy clear:
Comedy begins in adversity and ends in joy; Tragedy begins in
prosperity and ends in misery. By this definition, the form
of Christian history, and hence of any drama imitating it, was
clearly comic rather than tragic . . • [Hardison wrote] "the
ritual structure characteristic of the Mass an~~he Church
year . . . is comic, nQt tr~gic. The mythic event celebrated
is rebirth, not death, although it is a rebirth that requires
death as its prelude. The experience of the participants is
transition from guilt to innocence, from separation to communion. ,,22
As well as combining comic and
the Joining of secular and sacred.

tragic~
~

the medieval cycle plays document

Second Shepherds' Play, for example,

provides further proof of their odd co-existence.

Erich Auerbach points out

the phenomenon at a linguistic level when he compares the stylistic treatment
of the medieval version of the Passion with classical, particularly Homeric,
conventions of style:
In antique theory, the sublime and elevated style was called
sermo gravis or sublimis; the low style was called sermo ~
missus or humilis; the two had to be kept strictly separated.
In the world of Christianity, on the other hand, the two are
merged, especially in Christ's Incarnation and Passion, whic~
realize and combine sublimitas and humilitas in overwhelming
measure. 23.
The high and low or sacred and· secular become increasingly mingled 'With the'

.

..

]3
introduction of theater conventions into the church service.

But the incarna-

tion paradox, one of the central idiosyncrasies of Christianity, suggests the
combination at a doctrinal level as well.
and God are not equal.

God is man and man is God, but man

Man created in Godl.s image is

Chr~stian

created in manls image is what some sceptics would argue.

doctrine; God.

Whichever the

individual chooses to respect, within Christianity human and divine are decidedly intermingled.

Perhaps thIs essential characteristic of Christianity is

expressed by the co-existence of secular and sacred styles and subjects in the
cycle plays.
Auerbach claims that the combination of high and low styles is essentially
Christian.

A. P. Rossiter, in contrast,. suggests that the low elements are

part of a human rebellion against orthodox Christianity, and he associates
the sacred with the inst itution of the Church, even as he recognizes that the
mystery or miracle plays were not a purely didactic medium of mass communication:
The drama of the Church set out to Christ.ianize humanity:
the miracle-plays humanized Christianity. Sometimes they
bedevilled it. 211
Sometimes the bedevilment was relatively innocuous, when it took the form of
burlesque or crude humor.

But the comic element could also be as cruel as the

mocking of Christ upon the cross,

It is this combination which I believe most

scholars and historians find most difficult to understand in medieval sensibilities.
A strangely comprehensive two-ways-facingness brings together
in medieval art the remote, the transcendental, the noble, and
the vulgar, the gross, and the base: often switching abruptly
from one to the other, from pathos to brutality, or from reverence to blasphemy. The piquant clash of biblical persons and
their entirely medieval, often English~village setting is but
one most obvious example. The contrast between the "divine comedy" of the real design (which is also the world's tragedy) and
the homely, vulgar,absurd, or human-trivial detai~ ~s 1?ut ano-·
ther aspect of the .recurrent to~alclash between the ri!suals' of
devotion (which are of God) and those of the grotesque.
.

Clearly, the medieval works in question do not try to synthesize the two,
although in The Second Shepherds' Play, the very clear parallel symbolic structures give the work thematic coherence and unity.

With his scepticism in hand,

the typical modern viewer may be more prone to see the

satiri~

and

elements than the more faithful and naive medieval viewer would.

rebe~lious

Insofar as

they are medieval works, it would be wise to adopt as much of the medieval
Christian context as possible, recognizing of course that the modern view is
inescapable and just as appropriate.
The comparatively innocent burlesque of the cycles has less of the vibrant
social criticism of the medieval festivals' satire.

Misrule was a sanctioned

device of social control, an institutionaliz~d form-of revolt.

Because accepted

and incorporated into the social fabric, it lost almost any real value as a
true political protest ..:;S·:

Bar-ber suggests a Freudian sort of release was in-

volved in the custom and intrinsic to it.

Just as commurl2on and the sacrifice

require an interruption or inversion of the normal eg%ther distinction implicit
in "real" perception (and by "real" I mean normal, everyday), the misrule, by
inverting social hierarchy, necessitates freed inhibitions:
The instability of an interregnum is built into the dynamics
of misrule: the game at once appropriates and annihilates
the mana of authority. !n the process, the fear which normally maintains inhibition is temporarily overcome, and the
revellers become wanton, swept along on the freed energy
normally occupied in holding themselves in check. v
Sacrifice, communion, and misrule all attempt a sort of transcendence, whether
it is mystical, social, or political.

It is a transcendence which requires and

insures that the participants return to an innocent, childlike state, a precivilized state.

Misrule, communion and sacrifice of the kinds I've described

are socially sanctioned means of liberating inhibited energy, whether it be, in
its. unohecked stat-e~ hO'stile political rebellion~ violen1? antisociala,ggre$siori,
or just bloodlust.

The progressive civilization proc.ess 'has, in these cases,
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institutionalized its adversary social and political commentaries.
But the rebellious and anticonformist elements struggled on in imagination
and fantasy, epitomized by popular witchcraft conceptions.

Although witchcraft

does not originate in Christianity, many practices attributed to witches are
clearly inversions and distortions of Christian rituals.

Both Christianity

and witchcraft probably grew up incorporating earlier pagan rituals of fertility
and spring, sharing symbolic patterns of rebirth just as the communion service
demonstrates.

The most obvious opposition of Christianity and witchcraft is

the chosen object of

worship~_

Christ and Satan respectively.

Satanists naturally

put themselves in an adversary relatronshipwith Christians, for they consider
Lucifer's fall as unjust and express the conviction that he will rise again and
overthrow Christ ~

Much as the Satanist denies the validity of Christian be-

lief, he also acknowledges its "power in the vehemence of his attacks.

The

desecration or- the sacraments is exemplary of the extent :to which witchcraft
conceptions spring from Christian rite seen in fantastic inversion.

Denouncing

Christ and calling for his power to strike down the disbeliever was supposed
usual conventicle

practice~

DIstortions and parodies of the Eucharist were

believed quite common among witches as well.

The witches' ''Host '.' was alleged

to involve cannibalism literally as well as symbolically.

Various authors

chronicle beliefs that witches' versions of the host are gory indeed.

The

"Host" is made from the blood of a child mixed with flour, or a Christian communion wafer dipped in the blood of a sacrificed victim, or the eating of the
flesh of a sacrificed victim is taken as communion.

Drinking of blood is an

interesting parallel to the werewolf or vampire, and in medieval witchery was
also ascribed to the devil himself, or witches' familiars.

It was standard

practice to detect witches by means of people especially employed as witch pickers •

They were supposed' to be 'experts at locating witches' marks, marks left
",
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ei ther by the devil or by f'amiliars on the witch I s body.

The mark could vary

significantly, but was often a teat or pit, or a deformity, and supposed by
some to be particularly apt to be found where hair covered the body, although
. those looking for a witch were sure to find one.

The mark was variable enough

to make any woman, particularly an old woman, a witch •
• . • Mother Osborne [was] a witch who had a mark on her finger like
a "pitt II and one that was "plucked out" by her:familiar on the outside of her right leg. Elizabeth's own sister,Mother Waterhouse,
who had long since been executed for witchcraft,' had identical marks. 28
Clearly, the focus of witchcraft lore was carnal, not only in detection of
wi tchcraft through examination of the suspected wo.man's body, but in conventicle
practice as well.

"Communionn was believed to be takeri from the body of a

prostrated woman who served as an altar.

Sexual orgies are reputed to have

occurred, and the children conceived at such a Dionysian gathering were destined
for early sacrif'ice.

Russell sees in this reputed practice another parody of
Q;. .

Christian custom.
The children conceived.at the orgies were burned eight days after
birth, a grotesque echo of' the eight days that in Christian practice'
elapsed between baptism and.tbe doffing of the neophyte garments of
purity. Their ashes were made into a substance that was used in a
blasphemous parody o:f -Christian conmrunion.29
Imagined witchcraft rites have a corporeal and sexual bias in their imagery.
In the mind's eye, the witch was a satanic brewer of' evil potions, and in reality
often a "white witch" who practiced herbal healing, often medicine related to
female sexual health.

Both were present in medieval "witchcraft."

Health care inevitably involved practices related to, but still distinct f'rom others loosely and confUsingly grouped under the rubric
"witchcraft". Curing, but more especially intervention inf'ertility,
crune in most of Europe to be equated with diabolism and heresy, and.
prosecuted as such by the church and its secuiar arm • • • Run-of'the-mill witchcraf't in England has been little explored. for what it
might divulge about female sexuality.~

..

'Whatever the st il;l.largely unexp~ored,relation 'of'; witchcraft to female'
•

y

.

sexuality, it is clear that· witchcraft has some characteristics·of' a cult of
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nature.

Witchcraft is imagined by some to have evolved from pagan spring and

fertility rites which further asserts its connection with nature.
on carnality represents the natural in human, the body.
because it is a

long~standing

The focus

Herbal medicine, both

folk tradition and because it is so clearly

b~sed

in natural vegetal remedies, also suggests that witchcraft be seen as a type of
nature cult.

Even the setting of the legendary conventicles outdoors rein-

forces this interpretation .. However, much of the information available to
scholars must be very tentative indeed, for the majority ·of it comes from ac-

~

-

counts of coven and sorcery practices obtained through extremely cruel torture
procedures that prompted many confessions.

Because witchcraft accusations and

trials are notorious as acts of private and public vengeance, confessions obtained from ":rHitches" may have been extracted from innocent vict·ims who just
wanted an end to the physical pain.

Even if the confessions aren 'ttrue, how-

ever, they do provide some clues to understanding medievad: conceptions of
witchcra:t:t~

As Keith Thomas repeatedly points out, witches in the middle ages

were more feared for the maleficium they could do to

~eople

and property than

they were for being Satan-conjurers.~
But whether or not it was primarily intended to be a re:fUtation of Christianity, anti-Christian symbols absolutely hover around witchcraft accounts.
I have already elaborated some of these, but have so far refrained from discussion of the treatment of one of the single most powerful and intriguing symbols
of Christian faith, the cross.

As well as denouncing Christ, witches are said

to have defiled the Cross by both spitting on it, most commonly and, more
rarely, defecating on it.

How widespread such practices were is unknown, and

although they may be largely fictitious, at least part of their attribution to
witches is a result of the exile status of the witch.
Curiously, the id~ntification of the·- wit·ch ·with the s6ci~1 outcast
did riot go as far as it might. The supposedly Jewish c~stom of
blasphemously stabbing the Eucharist was .never alleged against the
witches. 32
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This particular "blasphemous" practice is not so clearly either blasphemy or
Jewish, and may never have been done by anyone as blasphemy.

~act

But the

that

it was believed to have been is suggestive, especially noting that Jung cites
the same practice as a part
communion service.

o~

the

~ourteenth-century

Greek Orthodox Church

His source is Nicholas Cabasilas, archbishop

o~

Thessalo-

nika (d. 1363).
The priest cuts a piece o~ bread f'rom the loa~, reciting the text:
!TAs a lamb he was led to the slaughter." Laying it on the table
he says: "The lamb o~ God is slain. n. Then a sign o~ the cross is
imprinted on the bread and a small lance is stabbed into its side,
to the text "and ~orthwith came there out blood and water." With
these words the water and wine are mixed in the chalice which is
placed beside the bread.~
These alternative
example

o~

interpretationso~

stabbing the bread provide a clear

what I would choose to call lithe belief' context problem."

behaviors don't necessarilyhave parallel meanings, even
to see them thus.

i~

one and the same.

it is a temptation

The consequent inability to character:it]..e an action as inher-

ently good or bad rears its hideous visage in considering
Without a context

o~

sacri~ice

belief' surrounding the action, murder and

The relevant conditions, or the

belie~s

doctrine is the very thing that both sanctions the purifying
persecution

ized

belie~

o~

those who don't share conceptions

systems establish a norm

explicitly, one

o~

wrongness as well.

o~

o~that

systems to Christian ones.

are

sacri~ice

And paradoxically,
sacri~ice

doctrine.

rightness and, by implication

and allows
Organi~

not

Thus it is possible that so-called

witches were persecuted despite the widespread similarities
belie~

as well.

required to make a

distinction between the two, prove the necessity o:f doctrine.

~or

Parallel

o~

their :fantasized

The healing herbal medicine they practiced

was directed through kindness and charity

~or

others, as well as

surely their paid benevolence was Christian in its healing aims.

~or pro~it,

but

Probably witch

persecution had r'oots not" only in the secial discontents o~ the time; but in its
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imagined threat to orthodox Christianity, as a sort of religious competitor at
least as firmly rooted in the fond and familiar folk traditions and paganistic
practices as Christianity.

The so-called mactation theory of communion~ sug-

gests not only the religious problems of belief context, but also a more general
symbolic problem.
of meanings.
~he

Symbols are malleable -- they may have an infinite variety

That is, a symbol may be given different significations infinitely.

assignment of meanings occurs through cultural acceptance and consensus, and

is culturally relative.

This is why Frazer's Golden Bough is often off-track;

he failed to consider a complete cultural context before identi:f'ying the symbolic significance of the rites and rituals he observed.

And I may, of course,

be accused of the same error myself, in doing such a broadly comparative study.
Readers may., I hope, take co:m.f"ort in the -assertion that I do not mean to stress
exact correspondences, but rather to suggest similar structural patterns of
rituals of renewal that are too often polarized too narrowly for the liberal,
humanistic and relativistic mind, particularly my own.
If one can accept Jung's characterization of the communion sacrifice as
composed of two elements,_ thysia and deipnon, arriving at his conclusion that
"body" me-ans "flesh, Ii as "an edible substance ll is not too difficult. 35

The

body of the victim of sacrifice, then, is symbolically the same as the communion
wafer or bread.

Inscribing the body is thus significant, and it comes up not

only in the witches' marks, but also in Kafka's story "In the Penal Colonyft
and David Rudkin's play, Afore Night Come.
Afore Night Come reveals its symbolic structure of inverted Christianity
right away when the reader begins to look for it.

When the new orchard labour-

ers are just being introduced, both to the foreman,Spens, and to the audience
or reader, Rudkin quietly drops his first clue.
the'pear drchard, describes his home town.

Jeff, a student worker, new in
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Headless Cross. Other side of Redditch.
with a hollow spire.~

Got a church

Rudkin uses this device repeatedly and insures readers of the play fascinating
rereading by doing so.

Looking back upon the work, one sees that it all added

up, and Roche's destiny was never anything but pre-determined.
as well as more subtle references to witchcraft.

There are overt

Roche is prophetically iden-

tified with witches and his fate is foreshadowed by Spens' remarks.
Witches and warlocks'm over and done with, Shakespeare!
You'm finished.~
Jeff also makes the association of the odd tramp with witches, even if the connection is more far-flung than Spens'.
healing powders. ,,38

Jeff calls Roche's Alka-Seltzer "his

This may be too small a clue to give very much weight to,

and surely in and of itself it is not conclusive.

But other characters in the

play share a discomfort with Roche that stems partly :from their inability to
classify him as belonging to one world or another.

He iSt.>a dead man before his

death, an unnatural being, and he is also of dubious social class -- neither
gentleman nor beggar, but something of both.
Ginger: His hands tm like the hands on a dead man. His
voice am the voice on a dead man. He'm a dead, rotten,
filthy a-dirtying kind of thing. Don't drink nothing;
don 't eat nothing • • • What am he then? ~1hat am he? 39
His poverty embarrasses the other workers, and they feel guilty and uncomfortable
being watched eating their lunches by Roche, who has none.

Because he is a mys-

tery to the group, he becomes an object of speculation and mystification; he is
given a superhuman power and a mythic past.
Ginger: I reckon he been a-wandering the earth years now.
And everywhere he do go, the grass do wither at his feet.
Everywhere he do tread, the earth do bloody die. l{by don't
someone make him die, then?~
Roche cannot simply do something; he must philosophize, scrutinize and question,
and there .is·no time or room for tilis when 600 boxes of pears.must be picked
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and packed before nightfall.

The tramp, although doing nothing that is physi-

cally harm:ful to the others, is, as Tynan puts it, "disruptive," psychically.ltl
Frederick Lumley seems to give Roche more credit, suggesting that he is more
victim than he is villain.
Roche is part tramp, part poet, mingling quack learning with
genuine poetic observation •
He is the focus of evil
fears and desires and in the end their victim.~
If Roche has no real past -for us, the others at least have a hinted thread
of continuity from their pasts.
gether, too.

They work together, and they have murdered to-

About two-thirds of the way through the play the workers' sordid

secret is most clearly sketched, although there are earlier signs of the menace
in the air.~

Johnny recalls his horror at his own participation in a past

murder shortly after he first began working in the pear orchard.
I wanted to wash my h~ds. And wash my hands and wash them.
I couldn't touch my food no more • • • It were ham • • • The
Blood of the Lamb isn't no good. Not really •.:.;;. . IH
Several items worthy of note are present here; the

~assage

is important not

only because it intimates past murder (murders?) but also because it suggests
the theme of disillusionment with conventional religious doctrine and incorporates the play's many oblique references to Macbeth.~

Without a God to die for

man's sins, man himself is the victim of his society, and the world is a dogeat-dog one.
Whole world's a bloody human sacrifice. Slaughterhouse, threequarters of the blood-world, to feed the privileged. Lots of
twittering zombies, human beings. Shakespeare was privileged,
God give him an ~rb and golden sceptre • • • ~
The God referred to here is more the caprice of chance and fortuitous assignment of social status than a personally interested or noble monarch.

Humans

are, in Taffy's grim picture, ignoble beasts ("twittering zombies lt ) who, though
generally not

Ifprivil~g~d, If

when th,ey rarely are do not have sufficient sense

of gratitude or appreciation to make use of or profi:t by their privileges ..
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Roche is a fallen king whose knowledge, it is true, is corrupted -- it is
applied to trivial matters, inaccurately, and he only serves to annoy others
through his pomposity and arrogance, if not through his poverty.
Roche's murder never seems. justified by such petty annoyances, however.
.
.
Class differences, ethnic prejudices, intellectual snobbism, and laziness on
the job occur all the time, and are not by themselves sufficient cause for the
murder.

Heilman suggests that the murder comes out of a sort of primal violence

that is merely justified by Roche's personality traits.

The other workers

work themselves up to, and stimulate their lust for, a killing. In part this lust may be due to the frustrations of the
work and their lives • • • but principally it comes through
as an autonomous fact of their being.~
Heilman also indicates that Rudkin's play had classical forbears as part of
its inspiration:
The program notes for the 1964 production at the Aldwych Theatre
in London suggest that Rudkin's imagination va9Qstimulated by
Euripides' Bacchae and by a passage in which Tacitus describes
a demonic outbreak of pure destructiveness, of passion to rend
and tear. 48
This sort of interpretation of the play is both a psychological and a social
one, and it would fit neatly into a Freudian analysis.

The outbreak of violence

is accounted for as the emergence of innate hostility from under the wraps of
much socially necessary repression.

A critique of the civilized man and the

civilization process could be extracted from Afore Night Come.

However, that

interpretation accounts for only one facet of a complexly designed and executed
dramatic conception which Heilman fails to recognize.

He characterizes the

playas artistically flawed because of its "allegorical" nature.
• • . revealing the irrational killer in Everyman so far belongs
mainly to the literature of disaster and to the allegorical;
these two intersect insofar as the characters, instead of maturing into full complexity, are dramatizations of concepts or single impulses. From t~s. single-track portraiture comes.a single-.
track' emotional experience. We do not get inner conflict, but,
at best, some conflict between different impulses represented
in different individuals.~
.
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It is true that Rudkin's characters are not fully developed within the play;
however, that does not mean that they are flat, or do not have past experiences,
merely that they are not fully elaborated when it is unnecessary within the
play.

We see them in medias

~,

and their past lives are not important except

for what Rudkin hints at, their shared past sin.· The drama concerns itself
with a single action, a single day, a single place.
if the play was considered solely in realistic
Afore Night Come has allegorical touches. S)

ter~s,

An injustice would be done
though.

It is true that

The characters all have some past

in common, and all are desi&nated by at least one very individual trait, so
they can, though not in the medieval way ~ be allegorical.

Rather than repre-

senting universals, dramatic literature, like social order, has moved more in
the direction of the individual.

Sometimes this is called an increasingly

psychological treatment of character in the theatre.
logical drama merely reduces the figural conception to
from a universal one.

In essence, this psychoan~individual

level

RuCLlcin's characters may, like those of traditional al-

legory,represent mostly single virtues and vices, but in this case, they are
representations of these virtues and vices in the individual rather than in
Everyman or Mankind.
or psyche.

Each character may be one part of a single man's mind

Ginger, who directs Roche's killing eventually, first threatens

Johnny Carter.
Carter • • . Carter. That'm a n~e they bloody give you.
Isn't it? I shall give you a name, shall I? Come into the
world without no asking. I s'll give you a namel You s'll
go back. For ever. Utter a word and you s'll go back! No
one believes you, no more. And we sIll have you back inside, till you'm a old, old man. Not ever marry. Not never
have no kinder. And you s'll know why, one day. Which am
your judgement for coming into the world without. no asking.
We s'll have you back in there, Hobnails!~
If we give any credence to this theory of the characters, their interactions
could easily be seen as an internal psychological dialogue.

Then "going back

F
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in there" could be a more inhibited, conscious, rational part of' the mind urging the suppression of impulses, specif'ically homosexUal impulses.

But an al-

ternative interpretation that" does not rely on the vision of' the larger work as
strictly allegorical, even in the psychol<?gical sense of' aliegorical, would be

•

to see this death threat as suggesting a conception of' death as similar to the
prenatal state.

In this interpretation, "going back in there" is returning to

the womb; and thus prebirth is likened to death.
recurrent theme of' Ginger's sexual inadequacy.

Such an analysis stresses the
Perhaps his problem is organic,

after all, the insecticide makes people so they "get no babbies, 11 or sterile. S?
But Spens is quick to suggest spraying and f'ertilizers as the remedy f'or Ginger's ills:
Spens: . • • Ain 't no sign of' a babby, Ginge, am there? Reckon you s tIl have to have another go, when night come. Get you
on night work, else. I sIll show her how to play ludo
Ginger:

You keep your bloody paws of'f' her,

Sp~~!

SPells: Reckon her neeCis a-spraying, Ginge. Bloody two on you.
Dried blood, or some 'at; f'ertilizer. Got a blight on you, I
reckon, Ginge. Reckon as there'm some'at a-holding you back.
If the problem is not purely organic, it may be emotional and there is
evidence f'or this claim as well.

There is a hint that Ginger believes his wif'e

will not sleep with him if he f'ails to bring home his wages.
Albert: Won't get no pay, though, Shakesl)"eare.·
home and starve.

Have to go

Gi%er: Missus'll beat you. Like mine do . • . Can't go home
to the missus without no money, Shakespeare • • • Won't have
you. Won 't let you come to her. 55
Finally, the exact causes of Ginger's problem are left unclear, although it is
evident that somehow Roche has become associated with the problem in Ginger's
mind.

Roche's presence is an evil omen that prevents conception; his absence

raises Ginger's hopes of' adequacy and f'ertility.s
stress Ginger"

S"

Such an analysis tends to

fixation- on his sexual inadequacy as a motivationf'or the kill-' .
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ing, but it also suggests an underlying pattern of rebirth or prebirth in the
killing.
The details Rudkin chooses for the method of Roche's killing are quite
deliberate.

His throat. is cut, his chest slashed with a cross.

The boqy is

.

pinned to the ground with a pitchfork, and the head is severed from the body.
In part the slaying is said to be based on an actual murder that occurred in
the British Midlands near the yillage of Meori Hill in 1945.

It is difficult

to locate exact chronicles of this murder; the newspapers of the time are filled
with war news.

The most complete account I found reads as follows:

In 1945 the body of an elderly farm labourer was found near the
village of Meon Hill in Warwickshire. His throat had been cut,
and his corpse was pinned to the earth with a pitchfork. The
murder remains unsolved; however, the man was locally reputed
to be a wizard, and the manner in which he died recalls the days
when witches' corpses were impaled to prevent them walking after
death. $
Perhaps as shocking as the

ac~~al

murders, both realand.dramatic, is the fact

that the murderers go on about the business of life unknown, unpunished, and
apparently unaffected.

The resumption of everyday reality contrasts brutally

with the nightmarish execution scene, revealing an abhorrent willful ignorance.
Witness the following and final Rudkin scene:
J~~bo:

Nice, going home in the evenings, Taff.

Taffy:

Yeah.

Jumbo:

Calm.

Kind of free.

Taffy: Yeah . . . (Cigarettes are being lit. Spens takes out
his book.) World's all yours, when the horn goes. Night comes
• . • See you . . . Sl
Like Kafka's story "In the Penal Colony," the murder scene is nightmarish.

The

characters in Afore Nisht Come have trancelike attitudes in the midst of the
ritual murder, accomplished in a haze of poisonous insecticide spray that adds
both to the nightmare quality of the scene and to the social commentary in the
play.· The suicide of the officer, like Roche's slaying, originates partly out
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of a corrupt social order, as well as individual madness and bloodlust.

Both

plots recognize the importance of inscriptions on the flesh, so both share the
form of the mactation type communion sacrifice.

Note also the Catholic custom

of signing the cross, and the Trinity in particular, on

th~

body.

I am told

this is a blessing used before and after prayer, perhaps also an invocation of
Christ's presence.

Roche bears the cross on his body in an altogether differ-

ent way, a desecration of the symbol through the inversion typical of witchcraft
practice.

Inscribing the cross on the tramp's body is a desecration of human

nobility also.

The officer in Kafka's story asks that the guard be careful of

the prisoner's body, and it is usual practice to require that the sacrifice be
unblemished before execution.

This undoubtedly contributes to both the purity

and the beauty of the ritual, described by Jung:
In the ritual action man places himself at the disposal of an
autonomous and ,teternal" agency • . • in much the same way that
a good actor does not merely represent the dr~but allows himself to be overpowered by the genius of the dramatist. The
beauty of the ritual action is one of its essential properties,
for man has not served God rightly unless he has also served
him in beauty.!B
According to Kierkegaard, loving the victim of sacrifice is a precondition
for the validity of the act.

Kierkegaard remarks that although ethically Abraham

must "hate" his son to kill him, for the ideal of ritual sacrifice Abraham loves
his son.
• • . when God requires Isaac he [Abraham) must love him if possible even more dearly, and only on this condition can he sacrifice him; for in fact it is this love for Isaac which, by its
paradoxical opposition to his love for God, makes his act a sacrifice.g}
Despite his final willingness to sacrifice Isaac, it is clear that Abraham does
indeed love Isaac, for he is the only and long-awaited son,' the sign of the
fulfilled covenantal relationship of Abraham with God.
model, is also' a well-beloved son.

And Christ, his figural

Roche; in contrast·, arrives at the Hawkes
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pear orchard in response to an advertisement for workers.

He is, apparently,

a clone, or spontaneously generated, for he has no family as far as we know.
Neither is he beloved, any more at the time of the sacrifice than previous to it.
Isaac is loved by Abraham and so fits Kierkegaard's model for the ideal sacrifice.

Roche, however, does not fit Kierkegaard's requirements for the sacri-

ficial victim nearly as well as he does Gaster's criteria for the scapegoat.
A scapegoat . . • is an animal or human being used in public
ceremonies to remove the taint or impairment consequent upon
sin which, for one reason or another, cannot be saddled upon
a particular individual. :Such a scapegoat is a means of cleansing a community of a collective stain which cannot be wiped out
by the normal procedure of individual penitence, restitution,
and reform. ffi
The loved sacrifice, or in Abraham's case, sacrificer, can also become a
da~~on-

Abel suggests that as traditionally conceived, the tragic hero is

characterized by hubris or priQe.

His pride is the motive force of action:

as Aristotle would put it, his pride is his tragic
downfall.

flaw,~and

it leads to his

Abel suggests that some characters traditionally fitted out as tragic

heroes wear the costume badly, and he creates a new sort of protagonist, the
daemon.

The outstanding feature of the daemon is not hubris but arete.

is often inadequately translated as virtue, but more exactly
one's own excellence or talent.

i~

Arete

is the form of

The daemon for Abel has arete which is

positive and good; for arete is the feeling of obligation to
the form of one's own virtue . . . to have undergone tragedy,
to have been destroyed, and yet to live on is to become capable of daemonic power. The character who acts as if he or
she had the power ofa daemon will be destroyed; after such
destruction may come daemonic powers. H
Daemonic power is something between human capability and divine strength.
Roche falls short of Abel' s definition of the daemon..

He has what seems

at times to be more than human power, but he does not live through the tragedy
that be:falls ,him. ,His

symbol~c

association with witchcraft not only helps to

establish his more than human power, but may also,make him ~ ~iminal figure.~
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He is a character without home or f'amily, moving through a nowhen of' time and
a nowhere of' place.

The Hawkes' orchard is isolated enough from the rest of

the world that it could be an island even though that microcosm is profoundly
affected by the macrocosm of industrialism and its pollution.

Roche belongs

to neither; he is a f'oreigner, of both higher and lower class than his f'ellow
workers -- higher in education perhaps, but certainly degraded in his social
habits and the amount of his income.

Lacking the nobility of' the hero, and

imbued with the pathos of the scapegoat, Roche never achieves daemonicpower
because he does not live through the tragedy that befalls him.
Christ and Abraham, however, both achieve it in some degree.

Christ is

'an interesting example of' the daemonic, f'or the incarnation established him as
human in body but divine in power.
the tragedy of

t~e

Abraham is clearly daempnic; he undergoes

trial of his f'aith through the sacrifice demand but lives on

to have daemonic power.

Kierkegaard identif'ies what AbelGwould call daemonic

power with Abrahamts faith, and agrees that the Old Testament patriarch is not
a tragic hero_
The dif'f'erence between the tragic hero and Abraham is clearly
evident. The tragic hero still remains within the ethical.
He lets one expression of' the ethical find its telos in a
higher expression of the ethical . . • Here there can be no
question of a teleological suspension of the ethical. ffi
What Kierkegaard means by there being no question 01' a "teleological suspension
of the ethical" is that no end or purpose is suf'f'icient to justif'y disobeying
the ethical command prohibiting murder, especiallY of one's own son, which is
implicit in the conflict here.

No grounds are sufficient to justi:f'y suspend-

ing observance of the sanctity of human lif'e.

Abraham, according to Kierkegaard,

responds instead to a higher realm, a telos outside of the ethical.~
Kierkegaard cites Mary as another example of a Biblical daemon.
• .. . the Ahgel came only to Mary, and no one coUld understand
her .. Afte~ all, whatvoman was so mortified as Mary? Ahd is
it not true in this instance also that one whom God blesses he

c~ses
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in the same breath? • • • She has no need o~ worldly admiration, any more than Abraham has need of tears, for she was not
a heroine, and he was not a hero, but both of them became
greater than such, not at all because they were exempted from
distress and torment and paradox, but they became great through
these. 55
Isolation is crucial for the daemon.

No

one'und~stands

him or her, because

his/her mission is built on faith and the miraculous rather than well-reasoned
arguments.

Roche is not understood by the others, but it is not because he has

a mission rooted in miracle.

He is a man without faith or apparent purpose,

divine Qr otherwise; thus, he will never become a daemon.

Abraham has mission

and miracle; he is divinely commanded to do the unethical, as a trial of his
faith and obedience to God.

Without faith in God, Abraham's action is murder,

but Abraham is entirely isolated and must rely on his own judgement.
Both Abraha.rn and Isaac and Afore Nizht Come are spare, although in different respects.

Auerbach accounts for the lack of filled out narrative or

dialogue in the Old Testament in the following manner:
The personages speak in the Biblical story • • • but their
speech does not serve • • • to manifest, to externalize
thoughts -- on the contrary, it serves to indicate thoughts
which remain unexpressed. God. • . leaves his motives and
his purpose unexpressed; Abraham • . • says nothing and
does what he has been told to do. 66
God's command motivates the sacrifice of Tsaac.

No similar authority lies behind

Roche's slaying, however, and the spareness of Afore Night Come lies in the absence of definitive motivation for the killing.

This is killing without an

explicit, articulated system of belief, so the sacrifice appears pathological
rather than purifying both psychologically and socially.

Unless there is some

distinct,ion between sacrifice and murder, there is no ethical difference between
the Manson murders, the Jonestown mass suicide, the self-sacrifice

o~

the Jews

described by Spiegel, S7 and the possibility of Isaac's death.
-Tn order to determine whether a killing is 'a sacrifice, there must be some
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set of necessary properties that define it as such.

Catharsis first appealed

to me as a test of the candidacy of the execution for sacrifice status.

How-

ever, because of its common appearance in theories of tragedy, comedy, and
misrule, in literary 'Works the term is vague.

It is difficult to measure
'.

lIrelease" obtained through the enactment of sacrificial practice on stage and
in an audience.

In offstage ritual practice, the particpants may have experi-

enced some sort of catharsis, but this is often just as difficult for the observer to determine as it is

onstage~

Even if one were able to ascertain that

catharsis occurred, quantification and distribution problems arise.

Is lots

of release for one person as valuabl.e as a smaller amount for a larger group?
Catharsis is an inadequate testing device.
If my characterization

o~

sacrifice in terms ofa renewal or rejuvenation

process is correct, perhaps the indicator most releva.."1t is the degree of unity
effected amongst the people who share the contextual
the sacrifice.
of sacrifice.

bel~

system that supports

Certainly the theme has cropped up throughout this exploration
But however frequently it nas surfaced, unity is not a valid

criterion either.

Effecting unity is no more helpfUl in distinguishing murder

from sacrifice than catharsis is.
One might suspect that belief is the key to the crucial distinction.
• • • he believed that God would not require Isaac of him,
whereas he was willing nevertheless to sacrifice him if it
was required. He believed by virtue of the absurd; for there
could be no question of human calculation, and it was indeed
the absurd that God who required it of him should the next
instant recall the requirement . • . He believed by virtue
of the absurd; for all human reckoning had long since ceased
to function . • • ffi
It is only through faith that faith can be achieved.
paradox of religion, and the fundamental absurdity.
previous to itself.

This is the fundamental
The end supposes itself

Abraham believes beyond a shadow of a doubt, so his would-be

Slaughter of Isaac is sacri:fice..

But Roche and the other workers are sceptics,_ .
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unable to believe.

Esslin points out what the effect of the declining faith

attendant on such scepticism offers:
• • . the absurdity of the human condition itself in a world
where the decline of religious belief has deprived man of
certainties. When it is no ionger possible to accept simple
and complete systems of values and revelations of divine
purpose, life must be faced in its ultimate, stark reality.ffi
Roche's secular knowledge is an inadequate replacement for religious belief
through faith; the ritualistic elements of his death are only corrupt remembr-ances of past traditions mixed with an industrialized madness.

His death can

never transcend the absurdity of gratuitous human mortality to the faith that
would sanctify it.
In the end, faith and absurdity in Abraham and Isaac and Afore Night
converge in dramatic ritual.

~

Both contain ritual sacr.ifices, and both share

the elements that theater itself has in common with ritual.

Both ritual and

drama establish a magical plac.e where participants enactntual transcendence
of the real and where observers participate to a gr.eater or lesser degree, but
primarily serve as spectators. 70

The ritual transcendence often serves to

unIfy, to effect catharsis, and to rejuvenate or renew the participants.
theatre can be just as effective in these areas as real-life ritual.

Good

The the-

atrical environment establishes the same kind of context of suspension of disbelief that the religious belief context does through faith; contexts that are
the foundation for the magical.

Of course Brechtian and other modernist schools

see the suspension of disbelief as posing a real political threat of dangerous
complacency, and they suggest alternatives such as the alienation effect.
However, the majority of works in theatrical history have rallied behind the
mimetic and tried to capture the spectators' attention and imagination.
all great religions • • • not only possess a body of knowledge
that can be taught in the form ot: cosmological iI;lformation or
ethical rules-but .
also commun:i:cate the essence of this
body of doctrine in the living, recurring poetic imagery of
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ritual. It is the loss of the latter sphere • • • that the
decline of religion has left as a deeply felt deficiency in
our civilization . . . That is why the theatre • . • has in
many ways assumed the function of a substitute church. ~
Abraham's faith is possible by virtue of the absurd.

Roche has no faith;

unless it can be that he can somehow bargain with his executioners.
his old world knowledge nor his goods can save him.

Neither

His conviction that they

will is no match for the absurdity of the modern skeptical world where his life
is human-given rather than God-given.
Abraham and Isaac and Afore Night Come share similarities with ritual
practice because they are theatrical works, but they also contain enactments
of ritual themselves in the form of the central event they depict; God's command to sacrifice Isaac,. and the ritualistic killing of Roche.
• • • the plays I am pointing at do have a common character.
All of them are theatre pieces about life seen as already
theatricalized. Ey this I mean that the persons appearing
on the stage in these plays are there not simpl~ because
they were caught by the playwright in dramatic postures as
a camera might catch them but because • •
they were dramatic before the playwright took note of them. What dramatized them originally? Myth, legend, past literature . • • n
+

Applying Abel's commentary suggests that both plays are metatheatre.
dramatize events that are already dramatic.

They

Myth, literature and legend require

of the reader or hearer faith or the suspension of disbelief, and absurdity, the
final realization that the requirements of the leap of faith involved in spectatorship are as absurd as the incongruous and alogical events depicted •

.

-
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